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FOREWORD
I was highly delighted to be asked by Chris to contribute a few words to his magnificent
work. Life (and death) has always been a matter of ifs, buts and maybes. So if I may a
few things to consider:
If Stan Hope had swapped places with someone on a trip back to the St Elizabeth’s
Hospital during the night of 17th/18th September 1944.
If I had not written 'Red Berets and Red Crosses'.
If Robert Sigmond from Holland hadn't offered to publish my book
If Steve Elsey hadn't joined the Society of Friends of the Airborne Museum in early 2001,
he and I would probably have never met. In late 1999 I was asked by the Dutch
Management Board of the Society if I would be the first non-Arnhem veteran to act as
their UK representative. So Steve sends his money to me. So foolishly by stealth, I've
allowed him to penetrate my intimate circle of Arnhem anoraks.
If Chris had been 10 minutes later at the Old Church in Oosterbeek……
So, as the events of the Second World War fade into distant memory it is important, I
feel, that the sacrifice of those who failed to make it should not be forgotten. When I was
a member of the British Army Regimental, and Corps history was always important, and
for the medics especially the airborne medics (of which I was proud to be one) Arnhem
takes pride of place. The Corps motto 'In Arduis Fidelis'- Steadfast in Adversity was
certainly proved in the streets and buildings of Arnhem and Oosterbeek in September
1944. When reading Chris's account, in certain places, the hairs on the back of my neck
stood up.
I would like also to apologise for incorrectly identifying Stan in the book, but the names
were given to me by a North African veteran, who sadly in no longer with us. I must bear
the responsibility for the mistake. Since Red Berets came out in 1999 (now with over
1500 sold), scarcely a month has gone by without me being contacted by someone with a
question or query about the book, a relative or a question about equipment. I have
responded in some shape or form to everyone who has contacted me, some have been
easy, and others (like Chris's) have had me rooting through my archive banana boxes in
my attic! Hopefully Chris, I've answered your questions and you deserve every credit for
the magnificent booklet about Stan.
Even though he's been gone from us for over 60 years he is not forgotten, as seen in the
numbers of family and airborne warriors (current and old and bold) who return to Arnhem
each year. Indeed I always visit my airborne medic brothers in the Cemetery on my
annual trip and say hello. Indeed in August 2006 (while Chris was beavering away) I
stood by Stan's grave and passed on everyone's best wishes with a tear in my eye.
During my research I sometimes heard painful accounts of how airborne brothers had
died at Arnhem and I often sat and wondered how the others died and therefore was
pleased to learn that Chris was taking up the mantle.
It is therefore gratifying to say well done to Chris for piecing together the story and I feel
everyone who reads it will find it as interesting as I did. I hope it achieves the success it
deserves.
If anyone in the 'Hope Clan' after reading this has any questions about the airborne
medics, I will be happy to try and sort them out. At the time of writing, my stocks of Red
Berets is down to 60 from the 400 or so from the third reprint and if anyone is interested
in a copy please contact me.
In Arduis Fidelis(Steadfast in Adversity)
N Cherry 3 Church Rd Warton Lancs PR4 1BD
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STANLEY’S STORY-AN ODDESSY TO ARNHEM
INTRODUCTION
Stanley Hope was my father’s cousin and the best man at my
parents wedding in August 1944. I grew up in the knowledge that
he had been killed in the Second World War and I knew that the
film, “A Bridge too far”, was a portrayal of the battle in which he
lost his life. I knew little else about him or the circumstances in
which he lost his life. My father and aunty (Barbara Arms) both
spoke fondly and sadly of him, and his loss obviously had had a
profound effect on them.
My father died in 2003 and on his death I realised that this link
with Stanley had been lost. They had been great friends, as well as
cousins. On my fathers death I felt that the story of Stanley’s
sacrifice was somehow in danger of being forgotten and this feeling seemed to grow
within me. Aunty Barb [Arms], Stanley’s cousin, was very fond of Stanley and had been
to Arnhem with her husband [also Stan] to visit his grave in 1998. When Aunty Barb
eventually stood at Stanley’s graveside she opened her purse to take out a small copy of
the portrait photograph to remind her of the young man she had not seen for sixty years.
As she did so a leaf, from the tall trees surrounding the cemetery, fell through the air and
landed in the purse held in her hand. Aunty Barb said she knew then that Stanley’s spirit
was with them in the cemetery. The leaf was carefully preserved and put in the
photograph album of her Arnhem visit.
Stanley Hope was, by all accounts, a kind and caring
person as well as being a very handsome young man.
Aunty Barb (picture shown here at Stan’s grave in 1998),
being a little younger, had a soft spot for him. A term she
used when we were recollecting the early days was that
he was a” sweetheart”. Sadly, in 2005 Aunty Barb died
suddenly, a great loss to us all. It is my great regret that
she did not live long enough to be able to learn of
Stanley’s part in the Battle of Arnhem or meet a another
special lady, Dot Orrell.
Stanley was the only child of Fred and Lilly Hope and
they lived at 37 Whittaker St, Blackburn. His parents
were my Great Uncle and Aunty. Before the war he was
employed at a local Heald and Reed factory. I have clear
memories of visiting Whittaker Street throughout the
sixties. My recollection is that it was somewhat of a sad
house although as a boy of 5 or 6 I never understood why.
As an only child his loss must have been very difficult to
bear for his parents. As for me as a little boy, whenever we visited there were always
sweets or walks to Corporation Park for ice-cream. I was spoilt by Stanley’s parents and it
is obvious now why.
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In April 2006 veteran Jack Bellamy, a Sergeant in 16th Parachute Field Ambulance,
wrote to me with these recollections of Stanley whilst training at Culverthorpe Hall prior
to being dropped at Arnhem. “He was a very pleasant individual, cheerful and willing.
The man I am remembering was a totally reliable character. He was one of the few men
who cheerfully accepted being the dogs body night duty man on the office telephone when
required .It wasn’t the most popular duty by a long shot-often very long and tediously
boring.” Further recollections of Stanley are recorded by another veteran of No 4 Section
16th Para Fd Amb, Mr John Battley, in his letter on page 10.
I could not have imagined how much I was to discover, as I attempted to research what I
could about Stanley Hope. Contrary to my assumption that he had lain in a lonely grave
forgotten, it transpired that Stanley’s memories were very much alive, and that he was
held in the thoughts and prayers, of another family back in England, the colleagues he
served with, and also the population of the Gelderland.
This is Stanley’s story. In setting out to discover what I could about him, all I had were
three photographs [the portrait head and shoulders, the posed parachute shot and the
wedding photo] and two newspaper cuttings from the Blackburn Times [one recalling
landing on the sea and the second confirming he fell at Arnhem]. I never imagined at the
outset of my quest, that after over sixty years I would be able to record so much about his
service and sacrifice.
This story will, I hope, result in a record of not just his loss, but also his experiences as he
served through campaigns in North Africa, Sicily, Italy and finally the tragic but inspiring
story of the battle for the Arnhem Bridge. It is also a story of the people, coincidences and
occurrences that finally led me to a settee in Bedford and a remarkable lady, Dot Orrell.
Having never attempted such an undertaking before, I hope this will be not too difficult to
read and that I do justice to the remarkable story that is Stanley’s.
Chris Hollis March 2007

The Airborne Cemetery –Oosterbeek Arnhem
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THE FIRST VISIT

Arthur Morey, Dave Leyland, myself and Eric Taylor at the Arnhem Bridge 2004
In 2004, on the 60th anniversary of the Arnhem landings, thanks greatly to a close friend
Eric Taylor, four friends and I cycled to Arnhem. After taking the ferry from Hull we
disembarked at Rotterdam and began the journey across Holland by bicycle. Eventually I
stood in the Airborne Cemetery in front of Stanley’s grave. It was the first time I had been
in a War Cemetery and the scale of the loss was brought home to me by the shear number
of grave stones, and just how many relationships were cut short or never made. I reflected
on how difficult his loss must have been for his parents and loved one’s and how I had
never got the chance to know “Uncle Stan from Blackburn”. Looking at the inscription on
Stanley’s headstone threw up the first of many questions as there was no specific date of
death, but that he had died sometime between the 17th and 26th of September.
I knew that my father regretted that he had never visited Stanley’s final resting place and
at that stage I thought that, perhaps in the preceding 60 years, only Aunty Barb and Uncle
Stan [1998] and my cousin Alan Smart[1970’s] had stood before his headstone to pay
respect to this young man who had paid the ultimate price.
I felt sadness for this young man, whom I never got to know, lying so far from home who
had had no visitors to pay respects at his grave. This finally prompted me to make the
effort to try to discover his service, and record his sacrifice so that he did not become an
“unknown soldier” after only 60 years, and that his efforts would at least be known by his
surviving relatives.
It was about midday when we left the cemetery and cycled through Oosterbeek towards
Arnhem and I reflected on Stanley’s journey to Arnhem and how different it was to the
one we were making.. The riverside road sweeps around a right bend and soon, in front of
us was the bridge. We cycled under the bridge, turning left, and crossed a road before
riding up a grass embankment to get to the bridge flyover (we rode over the top of the
remains of the Van Limburg Schoolhouse which will become relevant further on in the
story).
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I had brought with me from home a laminated sheet which had Stanley’s photograph, his
details and the inscription from his headstone on. At this stage I believed Stanley had died
at Oosterbeek, and so I wanted to post his photo onto the bridge in the belief that this was
the destination he was striving for when he died. Stanley’s photo was duly zip-tied to the
bridge and was there for the 60th celebrations the week after our visit.
.
That evening our party returned to the
small town of Tiel where we had
obtained accommodation. That weekend
the town was hosting the Applepop
Festival, the biggest pop concert in
Holland. Twelve hours after being stood
at Stanley’s grave in the Airborne
cemetery we were in the biggest
marquee I had ever seen with 10,000
European youth enjoying the music and
atmosphere of a concert.
I remarked about the contrast between
the two occasions to one of my
companions. We both agreed that the
freedom we were enjoying in the
marquee had been won by the sacrifice
of Stanley and the millions of others who
gave their lives for freedom 60 years
before.
My journey home was one of reflection and when we eventually sat in the restaurant on
the “Pride of Hull” a round of drinks were raised, and the toast “To Stanley” was made.
To understand Stanley’s story, I have to explain the background, the conflict and the
circumstances leading up to nearly 6,000 men landing on a Sunday afternoon in Holland
in September 1944.
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EARLY DAYS OF WAR
The outbreak of the Second World War saw the use of airborne forces pioneered by the
Germans in their “Blitzkrieg “ invasion of Poland It was realised by Winston Churchill
that the Allies too required such forces, and on the 22nd June 1940, he instigated the
establishment of an Airborne force of 5000 troops. A Parachute Training school was
established at what was then Ringway Airport, now Manchester International Airport.
Eventually the Airborne Forces adopted Bellerphon, astride the winged Pegasus as its
symbol and were issued with the now famous “Red Beret”.
Bruneval France, in February 1942, saw the first use of these new units when they
dropped at night in a daring raid to capture Top Secret Radar equipment. The Bruneval
Raid was a success. However
it was recognised that troops
dropped behind enemy lines
would require the support that all
ground based infantry used
(Sappers Gunners Medics etc ).
Thus in April 1942 an appeal was
made for volunteers to start
training to form an Airborne
Parachuting Medical service. The
first of these new units was the
16th Parachute Field Ambulance,
Royal Army Medical Corps.
Sometime during this period
Stanley volunteered and became
one of the very first “ParaMedics”.

The photograph above is of Stanley and is
“posed”, probably taken after getting his
wings.
The photograph left was sent to me by Dot
Orrell. Stanley is on the right and the man
on the left is un-named, but bears a striking
resemblance to the man on the North Africa
group photograph (middle row third from
left) annotated as Bill Farquhar (see page
13).
Neither man has any insignia or lanyards
therefore the photograph may have been
taken during initial training before they had
been awarded their “wings”. After
completion of training Stanley was a
Private and probably a “Nursing Orderly
Class 3”.
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THE SECOND VISIT
Another phone call from Eric Taylor saw me signed up for a visit to the World Cyclo–
Cross Championships which were to be held just outside Arnhem in January 2006. A
party of eight set out from Bolton (by car this time) for a long weekend to watch the best
riders in the world battle it out. Our accommodation was the YHA in Arnhem itself.
Keith Dixon, a good friend from work came along on his first “Taylor Tour”.
On arrival on the Saturday morning Keith and I hired two bikes whilst the rest of the
party set off to watch the first days racing. Before leaving the hostel I approached the
young man on reception and enquired which was the best route to Oosterbeek, the small
town about four miles to the west of Arnhem. This was where the majority of the
Airborne troops were surrounded and, after an incredible defence against heavily armed
troops for over nine days, made a daring withdrawal across the Rhine at night.
The young man produced a photocopied map and asked where we would like to go. I
stated our intention was to go to the Airborne Museum at the former Hartenstein Hotel,
then to the Airborne Cemetery and finally to cycle back to the bridge in Arnhem itself.
With his pen he first circled the museum and then circled the Cemetery and then looked
up and said “And this is YOUR Bridge”. A sentiment I was to discover was very much
engrained in the people of Arnhem and Gelderland.
Off we set to Oosterbeek on a beautiful bright day with a chilling air temperature of about
-15oc. On arrival in the beautiful small centre, we toured the Airborne Museum and
watched the excellent audio–visual presentation of the battle.
At this time it was my assumption that Stanley, along with the other 9,000 troops never
got to the Bridge itself, but was surrounded in the Oosterbeek perimeter , being killed
there sometime between the 17th and the 26th of September. This assumption was to be
proved spectacularly wrong before we had even left the building.
After a thought provoking tour of the museum, as we were about to leave, something
made me stop and return to the reception area where many books on the battle were for
sale. I asked the chap behind the counter if there was any record of the men who fell at
Arnhem and, if so, could I see it. He turned his computer screen around so we could both
see it and he asked who it was I was trying to trace. “A.S .Hope” was typed into the
program and shortly the Commonwealth War Graves site gave the following information.
Hope Alfred S Pte 7380447 16th Para Fd Amb Age 24 Killed 17th-26th September
1944 FB Arnhem General Cemetery. Son of Fred and Lilly Hope of Blackburn
Lancashire now Oosterbeek 20. A. 17.
Although it was pleasing to find the entry, this was not new information as this was an
exact copy of the entry in the register in the Cemetery, which I had seen on my first visit
in 2004. I felt a little disappointed, but thanked the chap for his help and turned to leave.
As I turned and moved away the chap said “wait one moment please” and began
searching under the counter for something. He then pulled out a book entitled “Roll Of
Honour”. He flicked through it and found “Hope” and spun the book around so I could
read it. The hairs rose a little on the back of my neck when I read.
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Hope Alfred S Pte 7380447 16 Para Fd Amb Aged 24 Killed 17th -26th September.
Known to have been killed at the Bridge at Arnhem. Now Oosterbeek 20.A.17
On Sunday 17th September almost 3,000 men arrived on the landing zones to the west of
Oosterbeek, 8 miles from the Bridge at Arnhem Only approximately 750 troops, mainly
the 2nd Parachute Battalion led by Lieutenant Colonel John D Frost, made it to the bridge.
They captured it and held it for 3 days before either being killed or running out of
ammunition and taken into captivity. Stanley, it transpired, was one of these men.
I was a little stunned because my assumption was wrong and Stanley had not died in the
Oosterbeek perimeter but actually at the bridge. But when, how and where were all part
of a 60 year old puzzle. Within thirty minutes I was to meet the man who would point me
in the right direction to answers all these questions.
Keith and I left the museum and cycled the few hundred yards to the Airborne Cemetery.
The Cemetery is in a secluded setting surrounded by tall trees and immaculately kept.
Only when you walk through the entrance arches and stand in the open space does the
number of white graves stones become apparent, for lying in perfect rows are nearly 1500
young men. Making our way to 20.A.17 I was again stood at Stanley’s final resting place.
I knew now though, that he had not died here in Oosterbeek but 5 miles away in Arnhem.
After laying some flowers we turned to leave as it was mid afternoon on a January day
and the sun was already making its way to the horizon and temperatures were falling
rapidly. Before setting off to the Bridge, I asked Keith if he would mind going down to
the river side to find the location of the epic evacuation of troops across the Rhine during
the night of the 26th September 1944. This was centred on a building known as the Laag
Church (Laag is “lower” in English).
When it became obvious to the Commander of the 1st Airborne Division, Major General
Roy Urquhart, that all hope was lost of the ground forces reaching the beleaguered
Airborne troops trapped at Oosterbeek he ordered an evacuation across the river at night.
This was carried out during the night of the 26th in atrocious weather and under constant
fire. During the night small boats ferried a total of 2400 men across the Rhine, the
wounded, Medics and the Padre’s were left behind, by daylight of the 27th of September
the battle of Arnhem was over and had, indeed, proved to have been a “Bridge too far”.

The Oosterbeek perimeter
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The scene of the evacuation was near the Laag Church, a small ancient building next to
the river. We arrived at the church after an easy ride down from the centre of Oosterbeek
and left the bikes and proceeded to walk around the building. At the rear we took in the
view across the river but were soon more interested in a group of young modern day
military personnel wearing Blue Berets. Stood in the middle, obviously recounting
experiences was an elderly chap, still straight and upright wearing on his head the Red
Beret of the Airborne Forces.
After a while the Airborne warrior left the group and moved to one side. Keith and I took
the opportunity to go across and introduce ourselves. We found ourselves in the company
of Arthur (Staff Sergeant Arthur Shackleton B Squadron Glider Pilot Regiment.) who
recounted to us how 60 years before he had piloted a Glider onto the landing zones, then
fought, defending the perimeter before being wounded in the leg, and was then put in a
basement in use as a First aid post. When the evacuation began his pal refused to leave
him and came for him and assisted him down to the spot where we were stood. As they
crossed the open field to the boats he was shot in the shoulder (the bullet he told us was
still in situ) and then as the small boat made its way across the wide river it took a direct
mortar hit and was destroyed. Arthur found himself in the water, but thankfully due to the
flow around the bend, was washed up on the other side where two Canadian troops lifted
him out.
Listening to him relate his story in such a matter of fact way was incredible and to meet
such a chap, at the location of his exploits was both a great privilege and very humbling.
After describing his incredible escape Arthur said to us “remember when you go in that
cemetery that we filled it in 10 days” A testament to the ferocity and commitment the
Airborne troops displayed during the battle of Arnhem.
I asked Arthur what was the purpose of his journey and he said he was being treated to
the visit on behalf of the 2nd Regiment Army Air Corps. These young personnel were on
a development programme for promotion and as such were studying the battle of Arnhem.
To help in their understanding, the course requires them to meet a surviving member of
the conflict in order to get a first hand account, and a true understanding of the conflict.
Arthur was that link with the battle.
A senior member of the uniformed party came over to converse with Arthur and asked us
why we were at the Larg Church on that bitterly cold day. I found myself talking to Major
Steve Elsey of the 2nd (Reg) Army Air Corps. Steve listened to me recount my quest to
discover Stanley’s story, and although he had a group of people to look after, he spent
time with us listening to what I knew about Stanley. After telling him Stanley was a
medic he said he believed he may be able to put me in touch with someone who might be
able to help. We exchanged e-mail addresses and then watched as Arthur and his party
left to get ready for a night out (Arthur at 86 joked he was going to be taken to a lap
dancing bar and wanted to know if he sat on the ladies lap or if they sat on his). This
chance meeting and Steve’s knowledge and willingness, brought me into contact with
another important person in the chain, Niall Cherry.
On my return to Lancashire I e-mailed Steve and he sent me Niall’s e-mail address. I
outlined my quest and sent it to Niall, and awaited a reply. The reply was both prompt
and incredible. Yes, he knew of Stanley Hope because there was a photo of him in his
book!
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Niall is the author of “Red Berets and Red Crosses” the story of the Medical Services, in
the 1st Airborne Division, in the Second World War and is an ex- Airborne Medic. I duly
requested a copy and on its arrival eagerly opened it to page 34. Looking at the annotation
at the bottom of the photograph Stanley was middle row second left. On looking I did not
recognise the face and immediately my excitement faded to disappointment. I made a cup
of tea, got Stanley’s photo from the wall and compared the two faces. No, it was not
Stanley. After a while I started to scan the other young men staring out from the group
photo, taken on a hot day in North Africa. My eye settled on the young man on the back
row right hand side and I realised it was unmistakably Stanley Hope (due to the passage
of time names were inadvertently mixed up in the photo’s annotation). This was a new
photo of Stanley to add to the existing ones I already had. (The book also contained a
detailed report of an incident Stanley was involved in and mentioned in the press cutting
my father had given me).

Niall was conversing with a
veteran of the 16th Para Fd
Amb, Mr John Battley, and
he asked him if it would be
OK for me to contact him.
On receipt of Mr Battley’s
address I wrote to him
enquiring if he had known
Stanley or had any memories
of him. Mr Battley’s reply
gave the final lead in my
odyssey of Stanley’s story,
but first Stanley’s exploits in
North Africa
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NORTH AFRICA, SICILY AND ITALY
The first major campaign that British Airborne Forces were deployed on a large scale was
the invasion of North Africa in November 1942. Stanley, as part of No 4 Section 16 Para
Fd Amb, was detailed to support the 1st Parachute Battalion. Whilst in North Africa the
Parachute Regiment adopted the battle cry “Waho Mohammed” which Stanley must have
heard many times at Arnhem. Passed to me by my father was a newspaper cutting from
the local Blackburn paper which details Stanley’s experience whilst serving in North
Africa. These details must have been given in an interview by “Sid Sprat” with the paper,
whilst he was on leave in Blackburn, and tell the story of Stanley’s plane ditching in the
sea.
On reading the Operational report in “Red Berets and Red Crosses” the incident was
much more harrowing than the newspaper suggested as four of No 4 Section were
drowned.
After the North Africa
campaign an airborne
assault of Sicily was carried
out on the 13th July 1943
code named ‘Operation
Husky’. The 16th Fd Amb
were jumping with the 1st
2nd and 3rd Battalions the
Parachute Regiment to give
medical support. Stanley
was in No 4 Section under
the command of Captain R
Percival. The medical
‘stick’ of seventeen men
boarded a Dakota aircraft at
Sousse airfield, North
Africa.
REPORT FROM
CAPTAIN A. PERCIVAL
O/C No 4 SECTION 16TH
PARA FD AMB ON
OPERATION “FUSTIAN”
“No 4 section and myself
left landing strip ”B” on
13th July 1943 at 1950 hrs.
The section consisted of one
officer, one staff Sergeant,
one Corporal, one lancecorporal and twelve
privates, one driver. The
flight was uneventful and
we got our twenty minute
warning at 2234 hrs, and as
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we were hooking up we were fired on by a convoy. The second burst of anti-aircraft fire
hit us and put the controls out of action. The pilot made a forced landing in the sea at
2245 hours. We were then about seventeen miles east of Syracuse. As the aircraft was
landing we took off our parachutes and got dinghies for use. We then sat down and
prepared for the shock of landing. The pilot made a perfect landing and no one was
injured. I detailed two men to get out through the escape hatches, they got out onto the
wings and we passed them each a dinghy. I then detailed another six men to get out,
three to each escape hatch. By this time the aeroplane was filling rapidly with water and
the escape hatches were under water. I then told the rest of the men to file out the
jumping door. They did so in an orderly fashion until the plane was eventually totally
submerged. I think that at this time there was Staff Sergeant Anderson, Corporal Amos,
Private White and myself left in the plane. Staff Sergeant Anderson and myself, managed
to swim out of the aircraft which was down 30 feet below water at this time. Apparently
Corporal Amos and Private White failed to get out. We all gathered around the dinghies
for about 20 to 30 minutes until we were picked up by a Greek destroyer. I was then able
to check on the missing: there was Corporal Amos, Privates White and Wheeler and
Driver Wynne, we failed to see to either of the last two mentioned in the sea using the
ship’s searchlight. Eventually we were taken to a transit camp and ordered to get back to
Sousse in a LCT which sailed that afternoon. We arrived at Sousse at 1900 hrs on the
15th and proceeded to our unit”.
Mr John Battley, in his letter of March 2006, mentions that he remembered hearing about
this incident and that “Harry Kirk, whom after that experience was always airsick until
he jumped out”.
On the 17th August the Sicilian campaign finished and the 1st Airborne Division was
warned to be ready for operations on the Italian mainland. The division landed at Taranto
by Ship and pushed north up to Mottola, Gioia and Barletta pushing the German forces
north.
Towards the end of 1943 the 1st Airborne Division, after eighteen month’s of active
service, arrived back in England and was billeted in Lincolnshire and Leicestershire in the
expectation of playing a major role in the invasion of German occupied Europe. As
events turned out they did not get to take part in the largest ever sea-borne invasion (Dday), but had to sit and wait, eventually taking part in a much less thoroughly planned and
considerably riskier airborne invasion of a town called Arnhem, Holland, many miles
behind enemy lines.

ESPRIT DE CORPS

“a feeling of devotion to and pride in the group one belongs to”.
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Members of No 4? Section 16th Para Fd Amb in North Africa. Stanley is on the rear row,
right side.
The press cutting headed ‘Fell at Arnhem’ records that Stanley’s actions whilst in North
Africa led to him being ‘Mentioned in Despatches ‘, a term used to record general actions
or actions of a specific nature not worthy of a medal. Only seven such awards were made
to members of the 16th Para Fd Amb whilst in North Africa.
Unfortunately what these actions were I have not been able to determine however, No 4
Section 16th Para Fd Amb did play a key role in extreme circumstances, whilst taking
part in a battle at Dejebel Mansour (60 miles south of Tunis, Tunisia)
This action took place between 2nd and the 5th Feb 1943 when the Parachute Battalions
attacked a mountainous hilltop heavily defended by German troops. Many casualties were
inflicted on the attacking British troops and those wounded were lying in exposed
positions on the mountain .No 4 Section was tasked with collecting them and bringing
them in to an intermediate Aid Post some way down the mountain. The Stretcher Bearers
and Medics were operating without cover and exposed to mortar, rifle and cannon fire
throughout. The journey down took three hours per casualty in extreme heat and over
rocky terrain whilst under fire. Thanks to the efforts of the 16th Para Fd Amb over 190
soldiers were brought down from the battlefield over the four day period.
Lt Colonel MCewan, head of Medical Services, commented that “all stretcher bearers
were dead weary on arrival” It was, perhaps, for some action during this operation that
Stanley earned the honour of being “Mentioned in Dispatches”.
Niall Cherry visited the Welcome library, London in 2007 where he examined some
papers of the CO of 16th PFA Colonel MacEwan. Amongst the papers was a list of
nominations for decorations and Stanley had carried out an action resulting in him being
nominated for a Military medal in North Africa but this was downgraded later to a
“Mentioned in Despatches”.
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INTERMISSION IN THE UK
The 1st Airborne Division arrived back in England in December 1943 and, after a two
week leave period, returned to billets in Lincolnshire and Leicestershire. Replacements
were posted to make up numbers lost in the North African campaign and the Division
also gained a new commander, Major General R.E. Urquhart. The 1st Airborne Division
spent 1944 training and preparing to fight in the invasion of Europe. Due to various
reasons, the 1st did not take part in the D- Day Invasion of Normandy in June 1944,
instead the 6th Airborne were deployed. The highly trained and experienced troops of the
1st Airborne were frustrated to be sat back at home as the Allied invasion forces fought
hard through Normandy to liberate the people of France.
During the summer of 1944 the 1st Airborne were put on standby for no less than sixteen
Airborne operations only to see each one cancelled, in some cases after the troops had
been loaded onto the transports. This lack of action led to some jokingly calling it the
“stillborne” Division and the morale of the force began to be affected. By August
discipline was in danger of being lost as these highly trained troops were confined in their
training camps desperate to be deployed and fight the retreating German armies.
The skills, tenacity and courage of the members of the 1st Airborne Division were soon to
be tested far beyond expectations as Operation Market Garden was finalised, and the date
set for September the 17th 1944.
The 16th Para Fd Ambulance spent the summer re-equipping, training and preparing at
Culverthorpe Hall near Grantham. The Field Ambulance composed of a contingent of 10
Officers and 125 men (with Drivers etc it would total about 180). Stanley remained a
member of No 4 Section and was one of its original and most experienced members.

Wedding of Roland Porter and Veronica Doris Bates 5th August 1944 at Our Lady of
Lourdes, Hednesford, Staffordshire.
Stanley Hope (Best Man) Barbara Arms (Bridesmaid) Roland Hollis (Groom),
Doris Bates (Bride) Tess Box (Bridesmaid ), Barry Cottrell, Jim Jones.
Photograph probably taken outside Prospect Village Hall.
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On the previous page is a photograph of my parents’ wedding, taken at Prospect Village
Hall (Cannock, Staffs) on the 5th of August 1944. My father asked Stanley if he would be
the Best man at his wedding, Stanley stated that he would love to, but did not know if he
would be able to attend as his unit was “training for something big”. My father worked
his last shift at the pit prior to the wedding and awaited the bus back to Gentleshaw not
knowing if Stanley could make it. The bus pulled up at the stop and my father boarded
and paid his fare. As he turned and walked down the bus, sat at the back in his full
uniform and Red Beret was Stanley with a weekend pass for the wedding. Stanley was
my parent’s Best man on Saturday 5th August 1944. Six weeks after this photograph was
taken Stanley was on his way to Arnhem in a Dakota aircraft and was killed shortly after
that. It is probably, therefore, the last photo of him.
ARNHEM
They left the plough, the shop, the office stool.
To fight a cause, to wield a lethal tool;
They left their homes and all that they held dear,
To face a grim unknown, with little fear.
Ah, these men! These hallowed men-that faced a foe,
Who strained to crush them blow by blow.
With shot, with shell, with belching Tank with flame,
They faced it all-to win a deathless name.
“Men of Arnhem” Freedom does proclaim you.
As her immortal sons-her precious few;
Your Mem’ry e’er will live, for you have shown
The way for this sad world to reach her own.

Ray Vickers 1945

“The 1st Airborne Division is Battle hungry to a degree
which only those who have commanded large forces of
trained soldiers can fully comprehend”
Major General R. E. Urqhart
September 1944
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THE FINAL LINK
John Batley’s letter was my first contact with someone who had served with Stanley. His
reflections on Stanley, his own life and the gratitude of the Dutch people were poignant,
profound and touching. What John was not aware of was that, by including in his letter a
further possible contact (Dot Orrell), he was about to lead me to the person who could
answer all my questions about Stanley’s death at the Bridge at Arnhem.
Some days after receiving John’s letter I rang the number of the lady he had stated may
be able to help me. A lady’s voice responded on the other end of the line and for a
moment I was unsure how to start the conversation. I introduced myself and said I was
trying to trace a relative who was killed at Arnhem, called Stanley Hope, could she help?
For a moment there was silence and then came her reply of “Well, what would you like to
know”?
The next thirty minutes of conversation saw
Dot hardly draw breath as she outlined how her
husband Tich Orrell was Stanley’s pal and was
working with him at the Bridge as Medics
when he was injured by the bullet that killed
Stanley.
Tich was eventually taken prisoner, being
captured on Wednesday the 20th September, in
the area of the Van Limburg Schoolhouse when
the Germans over-ran the east side of the
bridge. He was incarcerated in a POW camp
designated Stalag 12A.
Tich was an “awkward” prisoner and was
moved to a more severe camp, Stalag IVB. It
was whilst at this camp the prisoners were put
to work repairing bomb damage. Tich refused
to co-operate at one stage and a German guard hit him on the back of his neck with a rifle
butt, breaking Tich’s neck, which left him with a permanent disability. He was made to
stand for hours on end at a light switch, turning it on and off on the guards command.
The camp was eventually liberated by Russian forces and he was repatriated weighing
only 6 stone and returned to civilian life but never forgot Stanley and ironically in the
1970’s set out on a quest of his own to find and meet Stanley’s family. The following
press cuttings detail how in 1972, after discovering the words “of Blackburn” had been
entered in the register in the cemetery he wrote to the Lancashire Evening Telegraph
seeking his dead pals family. By then Stanley’s mother had died and his father had
remarried (Margaret). Stanley’s father replied to the article and Tich and Dot travelled to
Blackburn to meet him. Dot related how they found him to be a very quiet man and
assisted him in obtaining some reading glasses. Dot, when alone with Margaret, told her
of the circumstances of Stanley’s death and asked her to choose the right time to tell Fred
how his son had died at the bridge. It was at this meeting that Fred gave Tich the portrait
photograph of Stanley and also the photo of himself at Stanley’s graveside in 1958.
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Tich and his article appealing for information about
his pal’s family

The reply from Stanley’s father as reported in the
Bedford paper.
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OPERATION MARKET GARDEN
Operation Market Garden was one of the most spectacular and controversial battles of the
Second World War and was to be one of the largest airborne operations in history. The
highly ambitious plan hoped to allow the Allies to end the war by Christmas 1944.
After the German defeat in Normandy the Allies planned to open a way into the North
German Plain. Standing in their way were five major water obstacles running north from
the Belgium border to the Dutch town of Arnhem on the Lower Rhine. Airborne troops
were to be dropped on the three major bridges (Operation Market) whilst simultaneously
ground troops (30 Corps) were to rush north, linking up with the airborne troops, over the
bridges to the German border (Operation Garden).
American forces were tasked with capturing the bridges at Grave (101st Airborne ) and
Nijmegen (82nd Airborne) and the British 1st Airborne Division were to take the farthest
bridge, over the Lower Rhine at Arnhem, sixty miles behind enemy lines. The timescale
was 48 hours from the first Paratroopers dropping on the bridges to 30 Corps relieving the
1st Airborne Division at Arnhem sixty miles away.
Thirty five thousand troops from three nations (British American and Polish) were to be
dropped on the three bridges. On the 17th September the first lift took off, 2023 aircraft
and 478 gliders assembled over southern England (circling over March, Cambridgeshire)
before heading east to Holland.
Airborne troops, by their very nature, are lightly equipped and have limited fire power.
They depend on the element of surprise and re-supply. They do not carry the necessary
heavy equipment to deal effectively with armour and are not capable of maintaining an
effective fighting force for protracted engagements. These issues were to become
paramount to the Airborne troops, sent to capture and hold the Bridge at Arnhem for 48
hours.
The Sabbath is the day they chose
To send a legion through the skies,
Why they did still no one knows,
And now, ‘tis far too late for lies
For seven days and seven nights
We lay in that September hue,
Watching everyday the flights
That brought the many to the few.
And many died ere they did touch
The fringe of Arnhem town,
While those who waited suffered much,
Ere they claimed their own.
But claim they did their earthly right
To life that lies beyond the grave;
They had no other choice but fight,
And what they had they gave.
Author unknown
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THE AIR ARMADA
The troops of the 1st Airborne Division were put on alert and briefed about this new
operation and were confined to camp on Saturday the 16th September. Operation Market
Garden was not to be like the others and be cancelled at the last moment, and on a bright
Sunday morning, troops all over the south and east of England began emplaning.
Having been woken at 05.30 Hrs and given tea and breakfast members of 16th Para Fd
Amb prepared themselves for the journey to a place they, only a short while earlier, had
learnt was called Arnhem. Six Dakota C-47’s were awaiting the medics at Saltby Airfield,
near Melton Mowbery and six C47’s from Barkston Heath together with 6 Horsa’s from
Keevil. Take off was scheduled for 11.00 hrs , as the then biggest air armada in the
history of mankind began building formation over the east of England , before heading
east to parachute or glide onto their allotted drop zones in Holland at a little after 14.00
hrs.
September 17th was designated a memorial day for the Battle of Britain that had been
fought in the skies over southern England in 1940. Church services throughout the land
were being held in honour of the few who gave so much in defeating the large scale
bombing offensive of the Luftwaffe. As these services were being held the air armada
began circling over eastern England (centred on March, Cambridge), growing as each
flight of aircraft, towing gliders or full of parachutists, joined the wing. The sky
blackened and the sound of engines grew to a roar as over 2000 aircraft eventually turned
and headed out over the sea. Church organs were drowned out and congregations went
outside to gaze at the spectacle. They had gathered to thank the few and now witnessed
the many as an airborne allied army departed to start the liberation of Holland, a symbol
of how the tide of war had turned since 1940.

C-47's of the 61st Troop Carrier Group at Barkston Heath, 17th September 1944.
Standing beside the aircraft are parachutists, mostly of the 1st Parachute Brigade, waiting
to board. The two aircraft in the foreground have a lorry marked with a Red Cross on it
between them, could these aircraft be the ones carrying the 16th PFA to Arnhem? If so
Stanley could be one of the men captured here waiting to emplane.
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1st AIRBORNE DIVISIONS OBJECTIVE –THE BRIDGE AT ARNHEM
The 1st Airborne Division (just under 11,000 troops) were to land west of Oosterbeek
approximately eight miles from the objective, the Arnhem Road Bridge. Due to aircraft
shortages and other logistics three lifts would take place spread over three days. Stanley
and the other members of the 16th Para Fd Ambulance were scheduled to drop on the first
lift, on the 17th September.
The 1st Parachute Brigade consisted of 1st, 2nd and 3rd Parachute Battalions. The primary
task of the three Battalions was to force a way through to the bridge from the dropping
zones along three different routes. These routes were codenamed Lion Tiger and Leopard.
The 2nd Battalion led by Lieutenant Colonel John. D. Frost was to take the southernmost
route, along the north bank of the Lower Rhine, codenamed Lion (Green on Plan next
page). Attached to the rear of 2nd Parachute Battalion was, among other units, 16th Para
Fd Amb who were to accompany the Paratrooper’s as far as St Elizabeth’s Hospital
(about a mile from the bridge), the 16th Fd Amb were to then establish a surgical and
medical facility at the Hospital. No 4 Section 16th Para Fd Amb (Stanley’s section) were
detailed to continue supporting the Paratrooper’s of the 2nd Battalion on it’s advance into
Arnhem and the bridge and thus Stanley’s fate was set.
Arnhem was a battle within a battle, as history records how Frost’s force (mainly 2nd
Parachute Battalion with some men from other units making a total of about 740 men)
made it to the bridge and captured the northern end by the evening of the 17th September
and then, after digging in, awaited the arrival of the supporting Airborne Battalions.
The supporting six Battalions of the 1st Airborne Division never did reach John Frost’s
force at the bridge, failing to force their way through to the beleaguered men of the 2nd
Battalion. The 740 men at the bridge, hugely outnumbered and out gunned with limited
ammunition and supplies, held the bridge against all odds until finally being overrun on
the morning of the 20th September. Of the 740 men at the bridge approximately 81 were
killed and virtually all of the remainder were wounded to one degree or another. Thirty
seven of the dead were killed in the last 24 hour of fighting, a testimony to the ferocity
and tenacity of the Airborne troops when they were materially and physically at their
weakest. The performance of Frost’s force at the bridge has, by military historians,
deservedly been awarded epic status.
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THE DROP, JOURNEY AND FIGHT INTO ARNHEM
Private John Battley, in the same section (No 4) as Stan, remembers Stan being in the
same Dakota as himself at Saltby. Each Dakota carried 17 parachutists and their
equipment. Take off was at 11.00 Hrs and the flight over was un-eventful. All aircraft and
gliders of 16th Para Fd Amb arrived safely onto the drop and landing zones near Woolfeze
west of Oosterbeek and eight miles west of Arnhem. John’s drop was not without
incident as his rigging lines twisted and spun him around violently and he was lucky to
land without injury. As he landed a Dutch lady ran forward, not to greet him, but to take
possession of his parachute for dress material! A yellow smoke flare signalled the
assembly area at the southern edge of drop zone ‘X’ and John along with the other
members of the section assembled ready to move off. Due to the thousands of troops
assembling at their respective rendezvous points John has no further actual recollections
of seeing Stan once on the ground although he undoubtedly would not have been far
away. The route John and Stan took passed the Laag Church, mentioned earlier, where 62
years later a chance conversation I had with a stranger led me to be able to tell Stanley’s
story.
“We were by this time surrounded by happy Dutch people, applauding our arrival, plying
us with food and drink”. D Russell Plt Cmdr “C” Company

A Photograph of Drop Zone “X” taken
on 17th Sept showing thousands of
discarded parachutes.

In the briefings given to troops they were told that German forces in the area were weak
and lightly equipped and the Allied advance to the bridge would be relatively unhindered. The men of the 16th Para Fd Amb had expected the advance to Arnhem to be
straightforward and with few casualties to deal with, however in his own words John
Battley recounted that ‘at every crossroads we were halted whilst skirmishes took place’.
‘There was a halt of over one hour in Oosterbeek whilst lead troops neutralised resistance.
The journey along ‘Lion’ route to St Elizabeth’s Hospital took over 3 hours and casualties
were heavier than expected .Wounded soldier’s, once tended by the medics were to be left
on the roadside for subsequent units to take to the medical facilities being organised as
the Field Ambulance personnel set about their allotted tasks.
Stanley and John both proceeded along the Lion route as far as St Elizabeth’s Hospital
where they were to be separated by circumstance. An officer called Captain Tobin
commandeered a captured Ambulance with German driver and, because John could speak
German, took him along to pick up some of the more serious casualties they had sustained
on the run in to the hospital. Stanley must have continued with No 4 Section at the rear of
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the 2nd Parachute Battalion. Meanwhile Captain Tobin and John, after dealing with the
casualties, attempted to rejoin No 4 Section on their way to the bridge .Unfortunately the
German defence by now was much stronger and in John’s own words they got ‘badly
shot up’. John recalls at this stage lying on his back in the road with bullets flying over
his head. Captain Tobin and John, after many close shaves, eventually managed to report
to the hospital and assisted the staff there.
By about 20.00 hrs Frost’s men were establishing themselves at the northern end of the
bridge occupying buildings and digging in for the defence. By the following morning Bill
Gilbert, a medic at the bridge, recalled it was chaos with quite a few wounded in different
houses and all in a desperate situation. He recalls using most of his supply of sixty
morphine ampoules in the first hour and stretchers being almost non-existent.
Stanley by now would have been hard pressed in his role of Medical Orderly at the
bridge. Working under constant fire and dealing with steadily growing numbers of
wounded with ever decreasing resources, he must have been drawing on his training and
experiences from North Africa.

An aerial view of the bridge, taken looking east on Monday the 18th September. The
bridge embankment is on the left and the river Rhine on the right. Markstraat is in the
foreground showing the buildings occupied by “B” Company fronting the street.
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The perimeter at the
bridge around the
18th/19th September.
No 13 indicates the
Van Limburg Stirum
School house .

No 12 indicates the
probable area where
Stanley was shot.

Photo of Markstraat looking east towards the underpass taken in 1937
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THE ENEMY AT ARNHEM
Intelligence, regarding the enemy forces in the area was available, but was disregarded,
particularly by Montgomery who was dismissive of it. Unknown to the troops on the
ground there were considerably more German units in and around Arnhem than thought.
Just to the north of Arnhem, were two SS Panzer Division’s the 9th and 10th, reorganising and re-equipping after Normandy. These were battle hardened troops with
armoured half tracks and self propelled guns. Once the air assault started these troops
were also quickly re-enforced by further regiments and battalions drawn from Germany
and transported to Arnhem rapidly by railway.
The two German SS Panzer Divisions were trained in anti–airborne operations and were
taught to attack airborne forces whilst they were at their weakest, whilst landing and
organising themselves. Commander of the Panzer Corps, SS-Obergruppenfuhrer Bittrich,
realised the airborne troop’s objective immediately and took decisive action.
The German armoured units hidden in the forest about four miles to the north of Arnhem
were in a perfect position to form an impenetrable wall between the lightly armed
Airborne troops and the bridge. Within a short time the troops and armour of the Panzer
Corps were rolling the short distance south and establishing a defensive line through the
western outskirts of Arnhem itself
The 2nd Parachute Battalion had been first off the dropping zones and was detailed to take
the most southern route codenamed “Lion”. Frost and the 2nd Parachute Battalion
proceeded along the river route. It was the only battalion to be able to break through the
Germans defensive wall as it was still not quite complete as they forced their way past on
the river road from Oosterbeek to Arnhem. Even these troops as, mentioned earlier, took
many casualties and by the time the other two battalions began their advance the German
defences were in the area and able to engage them.
By Monday the 18th September Frost’s force had succeeded in its objective of capturing
the northern end of the bridge but was surrounded and isolated by very strong enemy
forces. The remaining Battalions of Airborne troops were desperately attempting to break
the German defensive lines and reinforce Frost at the bridge. As the desperation of the
situation for the troops at the bridge became more apparent considerable effort was made
to break through to them resulting in heavy casualties. Over the next three days the six
various Battalions made several attempts to break through but it was likened to “ramming
a brick wall”.
Once the supporting Battalions were halted, the enemy’s objective was to crush the
remaining survivors at the Bridge as quickly as possible, so that the German armour could
proceed south to Nijmegen to assist in the defence further south. By Tuesday evening the
tide had changed and attacking forces of the Airborne troops at Arnhem were beginning
to fight a defensive battle. They believed that if they could hold on for forty eight hours
the forces of 30 Corps would arrive to relieve them as planed.
The attempts to break through to the force at the bridge ended in a courageous but
extremely costly failure, with the Battalions literally fighting themselves to destruction in
the attempt. By Wednesday the 20th September the Germans had regained control of the
Bridge and were mopping up the remnants of Frost’s gallant force. Individuals and small
groups continued to hold out until Thursday, either being killed or injured, fighting to the
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last bullet. They had denied the Germans the use of the bridge for a very critical four
days, preventing German armour travelling south to engage the Americans at Nijmegen.
The stage was therefore set for the tragedy that was Arnhem. 30 Corps progress up the
allied corridor over the bridges at Grave and Nijmegen was not going to plan. It would be
six days, not 48 hours, before the first allied troops would get to the south bank of the
Lower Rhine .The British 1st Airborne Division, surrounded in the perimeter around the
centre of Oosterbeek for over ten days, would earn the admiration of not only allied
troops the world over, but the German forces attempting to crush them, in what the
Germans bleakly christened the Cauldron.

“The fighting was an indescribable fanaticism……..and the fight
raged through ceilings and staircases. Hand Grenades flew in
every direction. Each house had to be taken this way. Some of the
British offered resistance to their last breathe.”
A German Officer who fought at the Bridge
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THE VISIT TO BEDFORD AND MEETING DOT
After making the initial call to Dot Orrell, several letters and calls to her led me to learn
much more about Stanley and, on the 4th of April I drove south to meet her. Three months
after the chance encounter at the rear of the Laag Church with Steve Elsey I travelled to
Bedford to meet Dot and sat down to tea on her settee to find out all I could about
Stanley.
At the time of the drop on Arnhem Stanley was 24 and battle experienced and Tich was
an 18 year old who had not seen action before. As Tich mentioned in his article, the older
and experienced troops looked after and gave moral support to the youngsters in the
Section. Tich never forgot the help and support he was given by Stanley. Dot had met
Stanley at Manchester when he was doing jump training at Ringway.
Dot’s house was a shrine to the men of Arnhem and she proceeded to show me newspaper
cuttings and articles relating to the battle. What was unbelievable was that Dot had the
original portrait photograph of Stanley, a copy of which had been on my family’s wall all
those years. She also produced a photo of Stanley’s father at Stan’s graveside. Our family
did not posses any photo of Great Uncle Fred and it was lovely to recognise his features
after so long. I had not seen his face for nearly 40 years.

Stanley’s father at his grave in 1959
(The lady is a Dutch host)

Tich at Stanley’s graveside with some
modern day Paratroopers

During my stay Dot filled in many of the blank spaces and by the time I came to leave,
the story of Stan’s death at the bridge was all but complete. I came away with
photographs and mementoes that I would never have known existed had I not met this
extraordinary lady. Talking to Dot made me realise that Tich’s family regarded Stanley
as family also.
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Tich and Dot laid flowers on Stan’s grave
for over 35 years. Sadly,Tich died in 1994
however Dot and her family continued
this tradition up to 2006 when Dot made
the decision that, due to difficulty with
mobility, this would have to be her final
visit.
Tich and Dot’s granddaughter at
Stanley’s grave.

As I left Dot’s house mid- afternoon and started the drive home, I reflected on the links
that had fallen into place which had led me to Dot Orrell. By bicycle, by car, by letter,
telephone and e-mail, a link had been made between the desperate and tragic hours at the
bridge in 1944 to the year 2006 and being able to tell this tale now.

WE THANK THEM ALL
White gravestones-hundreds- row by row
Silently on parade. Reminder of deathly show
Of war and hate. Of duty done.
A soldier resting beneath each stone.
Our hearts grow heavy with untold sorrow
For those young men without tomorrow
Our minds and souls are equally sore
For these young men that are no more.
We walk along on a lawn so green
With veterans –telling what they have seen
Of war and battle and fearful strife
That cost these men their youthful life.
A stone with a badge, a name, a date
Buried here, brothers, friend and mate
They fought their battles to free us all
Till the bugle sounded their last call.
We stand and listen to that silent sound
That seems to come from all around
With bowed heads we hear that call
With grieving hearts we thank them all.
Author unknown

So to the purpose of this story…….
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“FELL AT ARNHEM” - STANLEY’S DEATH.
At the start of my quest all I knew of Stanley was that he fell at Arnhem and, after the
first visit to his grave, that the date of his death was recorded as being between the 17th
and 25th of September 1944.
After meeting Dot at her home the story of Tich and Stanley’s efforts at the bridge were
finally revealed culminating in Stanley’s death and Tich’s harrowing incarceration in a
POW camp.
In the 1970’s Tich had been asked to write an article for his local paper about his time in
the Airborne and his experiences at the bridge at Arnhem The article was published and
earned Tich the sum of £5.
At the time of my visit she could not recall where the article had been stored some years
before. A few weeks after our meeting Dot had to go into her shed for something and
whilst in the shed she accidentally knocked a box off an overhead shelf. It fell to the
floor and opened and there on the top was the article Tich had written many years ago
detailing Stanley’s death. She rang me to tell me she had found it and that Tich’s spirit
had led her to it! She posted the article to me and it is a contemporaneous account of the
events leading to Stanley’s death at the bridge.
What was still not established was when Stanley was killed. Tich’s article appealing for
information about Stanley’s parents (page 17) states he was killed on the 17th September.
This seems highly unlikely as troops did not get to the bridge till past 20.00 hrs and
opposition was light at that stage. His account entitled “Arnhem-where the hell is that?”
(page 28) states that Stanley was killed after a German column was stopped crossing the
bridge and after Frost’s troops had encountered Tanks. Chronologically, this places his
death after Monday morning (18th September). It is likely therefore that the reference to
the 17th September is a journalistic mistake made in the 1970’s by the local Bedford
reporter assigning the start date of Operation “Market” with the date of Stanley’s death.
Having read several of the excellent publications relating to the Arnhem Operation
especially those describing in detail the fighting around the north end of the Arnhem
bridge two references are made which may refer to the sad and heroic death of an
unarmed Medic trying desperately to carry out his duties in what had become a “Hell on
Earth”.
These references may relate to the incident of
Stanley’s death and when it occurred, however, with
the passage of time, it is purely conjecture and can
no longer unfortunately be confirmed.
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Tich records in his article how “four of us grab a stretcher and run across rubble through
buildings”. Dot, in our conversations confirmed that one of the other medics carrying the
stretcher with Stanley at the time of his death was Arthur Brown and that the wounded
soldier was “on the embankment of the bridge”.
Mr John Battley, in a letter of the 25th March 2006, confirmed that a chap called Charlie
Hick’s (No 4 section 16th Fd Para Amb) was also part of the stretcher party trying to
retrieve the wounded British soldier on that day. Charlie’s widow stated to John “All I
can remember is Charlie telling me that he and Stan Hope were carrying a stretcher
when Stan was killed and I’m sure he said he went to see Stan’s mother when he came
back to the UK after being released from the POW camp”.
This establishes that the stretcher party was made up of Stanley Hope (on the front of the
stretcher), Tich Orrell (on the rear of the stretcher) Arthur Brown and Charlie Hicks.
William Buckingham’s publication “Arnhem 1944” states that “no medical units had
reached the bridge with Frost’s Battalion” (page 164) and Martin Middle brook’s book of
the same title (page 288) also states “there was no part of 16th Para Fd Amb there”. It is
known that Stanley was killed at the bridge and it was part of the plan that No 4 section
16th Para Fd Amb would proceed with the 2nd Parachute Battalion so these assumptions
are inaccurate. Whether all of No 4 Section made it to the bridge I cannot confirm but
what is certain is that Stanley, Charlie, Arthur, and Tich were there. But, where in the
bridge Perimeter where they?
For many years Tich and Dot returned to Arnhem for the commemorative services held
by the Dutch every September. On these visits Tich used to visit the Bridge and point out
the area which he and Stan were working from. Dot said they learnt this was called the
Van Limburg Stirum School. The building was destroyed by Tank fire on Wednesday
20th September 1944 and never rebuilt. A commemorative marker is now on the site of
the building, (No 13 on perimeter plan). It is to the east of the bridge just before the flyover starts.
Dot maintains that Tich had stated many times that after they had placed the casualty onto
the stretcher they started to run for cover under the underpass as this was the safest place
at that time from the constant German mortaring. Stan was hit just before they reached the
cover of the bridge.
If they were operating on the east side of the bridge this puts the stretcher party on
Marktstraat just before it joins Westervoortsedijk coming off the grass banking to get
under the bridge superstructure. As Stan was at the front of the stretcher and Tich at the
rear heading under the bridge, when the bullet pierced Tich’s ear then hit Stan in the back,
the shot in all probability came from a sniper firing at ground level from the Nieuwe Kade
area to the east of the bridge. This was the area where German troops were massed,
waiting to attack the eastern side of the British perimeter.
Both sides in the conflict employed snipers to great effect. Each Company would have a
number of marksmen who were trained in the use of a rifle to inflict casualties on enemy
troops from some distance. They were trained to move positions regularly to avoid being
“picked off” themselves. A German soldier Horst Weber, aged 21, fighting to the north of
the bridge from Monday afternoon wrote of the British marksmen “the ratio of English
wounded to German wounded was about ten to one. Most of our casualties were head
wounds and more often than not the soldier died on the spot. When the English were in a
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favourable position they could cause terrible injuries. They were fantastic marksmen and
we were the ones who had to move to attack. When they shot, they almost always hit their
target”.
By Tuesday the German forces at the bridge had realised that Infantry attacks on the
defensive positions of the British forces at the bridge was both highly costly in terms of
casualties and rarely gained any ground and both were using marksmen as an effective
means of trying to wear the enemy down. Moving around in the open was extremely
dangerous for the British.
The Red Cross Flag was recognised by both sides and, although not immune from
indiscriminate danger such as mortar fire, shelling or shrapnel, medical personnel moving
about the battlefield to render First Aid or to retrieve casualties were generally not seen as
legitimate targets. This rule was further reinforced by the fact that medical aid was given
to any soldier who had sustained wounds irrespective of him being an ally or an enemy
soldier. Medical wards around the area of Arnhem and Oosterbeek had patients from both
sides of the conflict and aid was rendered on the basis of the most urgent, irrespective of
nationality. At the St Elizabeth’s Hospital, Dutch, German and British Doctors worked
side by side.
Somewhere at the bridge was a German marksman prepared to disregard the neutrality of
the Red Cross and employ his sniping skills to shoot at Medics working under the Red
Cross flag. The instances of Medics being deliberately targeted on the battlefield were
rare, so much so for me to suppose that Stanley may not have been the only victim of this
individual. He may well have been responsible for the ironic and tragic death of another
Medic at the bridge, Private Benny Bliss.
Referring now to Niall Cherry’s book “Red Berets and Red Crosses” Niall establishes the
position of two Aid Posts in this area. One is run by Corporal Roberts in the basement of
the Van Limburg Stirum School and , the other is run by Private Ben Bliss (I will tell Ben
Bliss’s story as it has a bearing on Stanley’s death), in a house occupied by B Company
of the 2nd Parachute Company on Marktstraat. They are no more than 50 metres apart. It
is not possible to confirm which Aid post they were working from after the passage of
time.
Quoting from “B Company Arrived” by David G van Buggenum “Captain Eric Mackay
with 1st Para Squadron Royal Engineers and part of C Company 3rd Para Battalion
under Major Richard “Pongo” Lewis continued to defend the Van Limburg School with
considerable verve.” Later on the story relates “During the morning/afternoon of
Wednesday 20th September the positions south of Marktstraat became untenable. This
also applied to the final building occupied by the British to the east of the bridge, the Van
Limburg Schoolhouse. In this building men of C Company 3rd Battalion and 1st
Parachute Squadron, Royal Engineers, fought bitterly to the very end, the school being
completely demolished (it was from the area of the schoolhouse that Tich Orrell was taken
into captivity and led away to become a prisoner of war) Both positions were now over
run by German troops. 2nd Lieutenant Jim Flavell and his group from 6th Platoon had
fought to the last beneath the bridge ramp.
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So, by Wednesday afternoon, resistance on the east of the bridge had been over-run and
those remaining alive, taken into captivity (see photo taken just after the surrender). This
point becomes relevant when trying to establish the date of Stanley’s death.

Defender’s of the schoolhouse shortly after capture.
The man second right is Corporal G Roberts, 16th Para Fd Amb, who had been running
the First Aid Post in the basement of the Van Limburg Stirum Schoolhouse .
Major Doug Crawley was Officer Commanding “B” Company 2nd Parachute Battalion at
Arnhem. During the push to the bridge from the drop zone “B” Company, for various
reasons, were delayed but, having had to fight hard, arrived to reinforce Frost’s men at
05:30 on Monday morning (only approximately 80 out of the 110 “B” Company men
made it through to the bridge). Frost ordered Major Crawley to reinforce the west flank of
the bridge defences. “B” Company took up position in houses to the west of the bridge
overlooking the west side of the embankment and on Markstraat (see photo).
Cornelius Ryan, author of the book “A Bridge Too Far”, asked Major Crawley some
years later, “Do you remember any incident, sad or heroic or simply memorable, which
struck you more than anything else?”, Crawley’s reply was as follows:
“By the night of the 18/19 September I decided that the civilians remaining in the cellars
of the houses which my company occupied must go elsewhere as we were obviously in for
a protracted battle. About eight of them went out into the dark street under a Red Cross
flag, quietly resigned to the possibility of fire being opened on them. The house owner
shook my hand and said” Thank you for coming. Please use the food we have left in the
cellar”. The party went slowly and safely over the street and out of sight to heaven knows
where. The next morning a stretcher party with a wounded man and under a Red Cross
flag was shot up crossing the same street. The house was burned out the following
night”.
Could this reference in Major Crawley’s report be referring to Stanley’s stretcher party?
Sadly Major Crawley died in 1986 so verification is not possible. It is certainly within a
few yards of the underpass Tich described they were heading for. If, indeed this was an
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eye witness account of Stanley’s shooting then the incident occurred in the morning of
Tuesday the 19th September. He does not of course say that the stretcher bearer was
killed and the term “shot up”, could be interpreted in many ways however the incident of
a stretcher party being fired upon whilst under a Red Cross flag in an area very close to
that described by Tich is quite a coincidence.
It is now fitting and relevant to mention the tragedy of Ben Bliss. Private Ben Bliss was a
Medical Orderly with B Company 2nd Parachute Battalion. He had arrived at the bridge
on Monday with Major Crawley and the remains of B Company. As detailed earlier Frost
ordered Major Crawley and his company to reinforce buildings to the west of the bridge
and they duly occupied a number of buildings along Markstraat (see photo). Ben Bliss,
thought to be only 18 or 19 years of age, was running an Aid Post within the building
occupied by B Company just to the west of the underpass facing the embankment.
On what was thought to be Tuesday the 19th September Bliss was killed by a sniper whilst
tending a wounded German soldier. His story was told by Private Warrender; “After
treatment I went upstairs as there were already about twenty wounded in the cellar. I
went into one of the bedrooms of the house .There were other men there. Looking out of
the window the bridge was on the right and more or less directly in front of us a road
leading to the bridge. When I looked outside I saw a wounded German soldier lying in the
road, about fourteen yards from the house. He was crying out, presumably for help. We
could not hear what he said and we didn’t know how badly he’d been hit. Bliss was
downstairs and on hearing the Germans cry went out of the house to go to help him. The
men in the house called on him to leave the German alone but Bliss replied “If I die, at
least I have done my job”. Before Bliss had time to treat the German he was hit by a
sniper firing from a house on the corner of the bridge. I heard the shot and saw Bliss fall
down beside the wounded German. At once all those in our house opened up on the
sniper. Later on that day, the house where the sniper had been was destroyed.”
Putting these two reports together, Private Ben Bliss was shot by sniper fire in the same
location, and on the same morning that Major Crawley observed the stretcher party
carrying a wounded man get “shot up”. If the stretcher party that Major Crawley
observed was indeed Stanley’s (who was hit by a single shot from a sniper as was Ben
Bliss), then could both instances of deliberate targeting of Medics have been carried out
by the same sniper?.
By Tuesday both sides had taken heavy casualties and a siege of attrition had set in but
rules of combat were still, in most cases, observed. The majority of troops engaging the
British forces were from two SS divisions but their conduct towards British troops during
and after the battle was, by all accounts, very good. An example of this battleground
conduct was demonstrated on Wednesday afternoon when the remnants of British troops
left in the shell of the Van Limburg Stirum Schoolhouse had no option but to surrender.
Accounts say that the German soldier, who machine gunned a British Sapper coming out
of the building, and walking up the embankment under the white flag, to offer their
surrender, was shot by his own Officer for firing on the white flag.
The second reference that involves Medics at the bridge is contained in a citation awarded
to Sergeant J.F.Weatherby who was later awarded a Distinguished Conduct Medal. Part
of the Citation is as follows:
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“From 17th to 20th September the RAP (Regimental Aid Post) was established in a
building near the main bridge at Arnhem in Holland. Over 150 casualties were collected
and were treated and nursed in the building. As further evacuation was impossible
Sergeant Weatherby, though greatly handicapped by lack of assistance and facilities,
organised the cellars crowded with wounded into orderly and efficient sick wards. Many
lives and limbs were undoubtedly saved by his increasing labours and devotion to duty
under the most difficult conditions imaginable during these four days. On the 20th
September a day of fierce fighting, in which any movement provoked intense fire from the
enemy. Sergeant Weatherby organised and led a large stretcher party to collect
casualties from the Company holding the main bridge, it was largely due to his great
personal courage and cool management of the party under fire that all the casualties
were recovered for the loss of three stretcher bearers, two of whom were killed. This
NCO by his gallantry and conspicuous devotion to duty set a very fine example to the
medical orderlies of the unit who during a battle in which they could expect no quarter
from the enemy never hesitated to risk their lives on behalf of the wounded.”
This citation refers to the large stretcher party, organised by Sergeant Weatherby, and led
out on Wednesday 20th September. As mentioned previously the morning of the 20th saw
very heavy assaults on the British positions still occupied on the east side of the bridge
until, sometime in the afternoon, the last building on the east side was finally overrun by
the German forces, this building being the Van Limburg Stirum Schoolhouse. Could one
of these two stretcher bearers lost in this action have been Stanley? If so his date of death
would have been Wednesday the 20th September.
It is possible to speculate that the incidents recorded in the report of Major Crawley or the
citation of Sergeant Weatherby relates to the shooting of Stanley. Unfortunately, it is only
conjecture, and due to the passing of time can no longer be corroborated however Niall
does remember getting “ a letter from a bloke in Australia who said Stan was killed on
Tuesday”
The remains of the Van Limburg
Schoolhouse, after the battle.

What is certain is that Stanley was at the bridge at Arnhem operating as a Medical
Orderly with his pal Tich Orrell. Probably on Tuesday the 19th or possibly Wednesday the
20th , he was on the front of a four man stretcher party, the other three men being Tich
Orrell, Arthur Brown and Charlie Hicks, attempting to retrieve an injured soldier from the
bridge embankment (probably the west possibly the east) and was heading for the shelter
of the underpass on Markstraat. As they were about to reach the underpass a single shot
from the rear hit Tich Orrell’s ear before hitting Stanley in the back, killing him outright.
The stretcher with wounded soldier fell to the ground and Stanley let out a groan as he
fell. Tich turned Stanley over but he had been killed outright and was obviously dead.
Tich then reported Stanley’s death to his Commanding Officer.
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The press cutting below appeared in the local Blackburn paper. His parents were initially
informed he was “missing and thought to be a prisoner” and did not receive confirmation
of his death until some time later.

The inscription on the headstone is as follows

73804477 PRIVATE
A.S.HOPE
ROYAL ARMY MEDICAL CORPS
AIRBORNE
TH
TH
17 -25 SEPTEMBER 1944
AGE 24
WE LONGED TO CLASP HIS HAND
BUT GOD WILLED WE WAIT
TO MEET IN A BETTER LAND
The verse would have been chosen by his Parents.
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ARNHEM AFTER THE 26TH SEPTEMBER 1944
By the 26th of September 1944 Arnhem was again in the hands of the occupying German
forces. Locals who had aided the Airborne forces with information or assistance were, if
identified, rounded up and shot. This included some of the Doctors and Nurses who had
tended the wounded allied soldiers. The population of Arnhem were ordered to leave the
town and were displaced. The deserted town was then systematically looted by
battalions of troops sent from Germany. The fallen British troops were buried in field
graves near where they had fought and died, some are still being discovered to this
day(Private Arthur Foster, 1st Battalion Border Regiment, was discovered lying in a field
grave in a garden of a house on the Oosterbeek perimeter in 2004) .
Figures for the 1st Airborne Division at Arnhem record that more than 11,000 men went
in, with about 1500 being killed in action. Approximately 4,000 managed to escape,
either over the Rhine on the evening of the 26th or eventually making their way to allied
lines over the following months (being hidden and assisted by the Dutch) and of the 6000
or so captured many were wounded.
For the people of Arnhem there was also a high price to pay. As the landings began many
families were enjoying their Sunday lunches and, as the battle developed around them,
they were forced to take refuge in cellars. Over four hundred civilians were killed
including women and children.
For the 16th Parachute Field Ambulance the operation was a disaster. Of the 135 who
dropped on Arnhem, 6 were killed in the battle, none was evacuated and the remaining
129 were taken into captivity. In captivity they continued in their role as Medics and, due
to their efforts, many of the wounded of the 1st Airborne Division survived to eventually
be repatriated (Troops captured after the battle were shipped mainly into prisoner of war
camps in Germany).The 16th Para Fd Amb was eventually disbanded on the 15th
November 1945.
Food supplies into Holland became very limited as the Germans were pushed on all
fronts and the Dutch were made to pay for their support of the defeated liberating forces
of the 1st British Airborne Division. The winter of 1944/45 was extremely cold and hard
and as many as 18,000 civilians, mainly the young and old, perished through
malnutrition. The Dutch were reduced to eating Tulip and Daffodil bulbs. Conditions
were so bad in the major conurbations that the RAF diverted bombing flights from
German targets to low level drops of food parcels onto Rotterdam and Amsterdam to try
to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe.
The bridge that Frost’s force had fought to hold against all odds for over three days in
September 1944 was finally destroyed by allied bombers in order to prevent the retreat
north of German armoured Divisions. The deserted and looted town of Arnhem was
finally and permanently liberated in April 1945 by Allied troops.
The fallen men of the 1st Airborne Division ,their allies from other nations and the
aircrews who gave their lives so valiantly to try to re-supply them, were brought together
to lie in the Airborne Cemetery created just to the north of the “perimeter” in Oosterbeek.
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.The sacrifice of the men of the 1st Airborne Division and their allies has always been
celebrated by the population of the Gelderland. In 1946 a heartfelt tribute was carried out
in a ceremony marking the attempt by the Airborne Army to liberate the Dutch town. The
ceremony saw each of the 1500 fallen soldiers have flowers laid on his grave by a young
Dutch child. This touching tribute continues to this day at the service of Remembrance
held on the Sunday during the commemorative weekend.

The flower ceremony in 1946

Outside the Hartenstein Airborne museum in Oosterbeek is a stone, laid in 1994, with the
following inscription.

TO THE PEOPLE OF GELDERLAND
50 years ago British and Polish Airborne Soldiers fought here against overwhelming odds to
open the way into Germany and bring the war to an early end. Instead we brought death
and destruction for which you have never blamed us.
This stone marks our admiration for your great courage remembering especially the women
who treated our wounded. In the long winter that followed your families risked death by
hiding allied soldiers and airmen while members of the resistance helped many to safety.
You took us into your homes as fugitives and friends. We took you forever into our hearts.
This strong bond will continue long after we are all gone.
1944 SEPTEMBER 1994

CONCLUSION
The conclusion to establish what happened to Private Alfred Stanley Hope RAMC is as
near as possible as can be ascertained after the passage of over sixty years. I have at least
been able to record his service and journey to his last resting place and bring together all
the known information about him.
What has come to light during my search is a remarkable story of a lifelong comradeship
from the Pals who fought with him and a gratitude, remembered and celebrated to this
day, from a nation who saw the Airborne landings at Arnhem as the first signs of
liberation from an occupying force even though the battle cost them dearly.
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At the outset of this book, I related that one of the factors compelling me to record
Stanley’s sacrifice was that I believed he had lain in a grave, many miles from home,
forgotten for nearly 60 years and that with my fathers passing his memory would be lost
forever. Whilst being able to record for posterity his service, actions and ultimate death
serving his country has been an accomplishment, the greatest and most heart warming
revelation has been to discover that Stanley is anything but forgotten .Each year his loss
has been recognised not only by the Dutch in the “Flower Ceremony” but also by his Pals
who survived the “Cauldron” and have returned to pay their respects to the men of the 1st
Airborne Division who did not survive their time in Arnhem.
What I was unaware of at the start of this journey was that another family in England held
Stanley so highly in their thoughts and had visited his grave for the last 35 years. On
Dot’s last visit to Arnhem, in 2006, a family friend and young Dutchman Axel Versluijs,
whom Dot has known for many years, stated he would continue Dot and Tich’s
pilgrimage, by laying flowers on Stanley’s grave on the annual anniversary of the Battle,
for the years to come.
Tich Orrell never forgot his pal Stanley and carried, in his wallet, a small portrait of him
till the day he died. His family continue to hold Stanley in their thoughts and my original
fears were unfounded and hopefully, with this book, his memory will be preserved for
future generations
.

Dot and family with Stanley in 2006
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EPITAPHS TO ARNHEM
NOT IN VAIN
“By the largest airborne operation ever conceived or executed, a further all important
forward bound in the north has been achieved. Here I must pay tribute, which the house
will consider due, to the superb feat of arms performed by our 1st Airborne Division…
“The cost has been heavy. The casualties in a single Division have been grievous, but
for those who mourn there is at least the consolation that the sacrifice was not needlessly
demanded nor given without results.
“The delay caused to the enemy’s advance upon Nijmegen enabled their British and
American comrades in the other two Airborne Divisions, and the British 2nd Army, to
secure intact the vitally important bridges and to form a strong bridgehead over the main
stream of the Rhine at Nijmegen.
“Not in vain” may be the pride of those who have survived and the epitaph of those who
fell.”
Winston Churchill, Prime Minister in the House of Commons September 28th, 1944.

And all Britain will say to you:-“You did your best; you all did your duty; and we are
proud of you.” In the annals of the British Army there are many glorious deeds. In our
Army we have always drawn great strength and inspiration from past traditions and
endeavoured to live up to the high standards of those who have gone before. But there
can be few episodes more glorious than the epic of Arnhem and those that follow will
find it hard to live up to the standards that you have set.
So long as we have in the Armies of the British Empire officers and men who will do as
you have done, then we can indeed look forward with complete confidence to the future.
In the years to come, it will be a great thing for a man to be able to say “I fought at
Arnhem”. Please give my best wishes and my grateful thanks to every Officer and man in
your Division.
Letter from Field Marshal Sir Bernard Montgomery to Major General R. E.
Urquhart, Commander 1st Airborne Division.

44 Officers and 479 other ranks of the Medical Services of the 1st Airborne Division are
reported missing. Of that number the great majority are known to be P.O.W. The
standard which the Medical Services of the 1st Airborne Division had attained in previous
operations was a high one, but that standard was eclipsed by the self sacrifice, gallantry
and devotion to duty which was shown by all ranks in this operation.
Brigadier A. Eagger Head of Medical Services
1st Airborne Division December 1944.
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The Heroes of Arnhem
The battle of Arnhem is over. It ended when a band of heroes, members of the First
Airborne Division retreated, unbeaten, from the scene which they have made immortal.
Their uniforms were torn and faded and caked with mud. They were grimed with
smoke. Their faces were lined with fatigue, their eyes clouded by lack of sleep.
The parade ground would disown them. But the British people claim them for
their own.
For these are the men of Arnhem. These, the remnant of that company of gallant
gentlemen, who will be forever numbered among the foremost of their race.
They have shown themselves true men of their blood – worthy of their fathers and
an example to their sons. They have held high the pride and honour of their country.
The entire free world has watched their incredible adventure with pent breath and
beating heart. In every hour of that period, from the day they dropped from the sky to the
time they could no longer withstand the crushing superiority of men and metal, they
wrote a story that will never die.
THE LEVER
We think of the last stands and forlorn hopes which have shed lustre on the British
fighting man in other wars- of such great episodes as Rorkes Drift, Balaclava. The
Revenge. We think, too, of the sieges- Lucknow, Ladysmith.
Arnhem was like all these –and yet, like none of them. Here truly was the
stubborn courage of the “thin red line” –the spirit and dash of the Light Brigade, the
contempt for odds of Grenville and his men. Here also, were the conditions of siege- even
the high drama of hearing the distant guns of a relieving force.
But Arnhem was neither a “Forlorn Hope” a “Last Stand” nor a siege in the
accepted sense. It was a calculated military operation launched to attain great ends and
every factor, every hazard, had been counted beforehand.
The Airborne Army was the lever with which the Allied Command planned to
move and turn the great mass of the German Wehrmacht, “Give me a place where I may
stand”, said Archimedes, “and I will move the world.”
TOO MUCH
These men of the gliders and the parachutes and the giant transport planes found their
place to stand. They shocked the German world into fearful retaliation. They hurled the
Wehrmacht from the Nijmegen Bridge, and saved it intact, for the passage of the British
Tanks, guns and infantry.
But the final task, the capture of the Arnhem Bridge, last highway to Germany,
eluded them. It was beyond their strength. Bitter indeed is the thought that the ultimate
obstacle proved too much for them after they had come so near to scaling it. Yet the
achievement of these unconquerable men has not been in vain. It stands as an inspiration
to us all.
From the north, south, east and west the enemy pressed upon them. They were
mortared, shelled, machine gunned without rest for days and nights upon end. When they
had stood for three days we thought they were grand. After four days, five- a week-they
were counted superb.
Still they stood, and still they fought. Seven days, eight days – nine. It was
phenomenal. Even the enemy accorded them his grudging admiration.
No – their gallantry has not been in vain. For where they stood, and fought, others
will come – and come more easily because of what they did.
They have done their duty.
Author Unknown
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PERSONAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS AND BIBLIOGRAPHY.
The journey to discover Stanley’s story was only possible through the remarkable
coincidences of chance meetings of people and their willingness to help once the contact
was made, for this I am indebted to all mentioned.
Firstly, Steve Elsey who willingly listened to my story on a freezing day in January
outside the Laag Church in Oosterbeek, and put me in contact with Niall Cherry.
It was an honour to meet Arthur Shackleton, Arnhem veteran, who shared with Keith
Dixon and I his memories of his time in the “Cauldron.
Niall was instrumental through his knowledge of the Medics role in the Airborne forces
as author of the book “Red Berets and Red Crosses” and his contact with surviving
veterans willing to converse on the role they played at Arnhem. Niall not only knew of
Stanley, replied to my countless E-mails, but also put me in contact with veterans John
Batley and Jack Bellamy who generously replied to my enquires with personal
testaments of Stanley. John Battley also provided me with contact details of Dot Orrell
which proved to be the final piece in the quest to find out what happened to Stanley all
those years ago.
Dot Orrell welcomed me to her home and her kindness and help enabled me to produce
this document, a remarkable lady to whom I am truly grateful.
Along the way reference has been made to various publications which proved not only
invaluable but fascinating also.
Finaly we all thank Axl, and the Dutch nation, for their continued belief in not forgetting
the men of the 1st Airborne Division

The price of Freedom is eternal vigilance
Winston Churchill 1945

Dot and Axe together in Bedford. On
Dot’s passing Axe has continued to lay
flowers on her behalf.

Red Berets and Red Crosses by N Cherry ISBN 09532694(R N Sigmond)
Arnhem 1944
by M Middlebrook ISBN 0143424 (Penguin)
B Company Arrived
by D G van Buggenum ISBN 9080471852.
( R N Sigmond)
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Fred, Lilly and a very young
Stan, probably around 1922
when Stan was around 2 years
old.

.

A fresh faced RAMC Medic
probably in the ealy1940’s aged
around 20
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Cousins Barbara, Stan and Betty possibly in the summer of 1944, whilst Stan was
on leave after North Africa and Italy. Stan had probably travelled to Cannock to
visit his relatives and appears to be enjoying a care free day out.

Fred Hope at Stan’s grave in
1958. Fred is wearing on his
right lapel a Silver War Badge
awarded to Soldiers of the First
World War who were invalided
out of service due to injury. The
badge reads “For King and
Empire Services Rendered”
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Lets pause awhile
Laten we een moment stilstaan
And say a prayer for
These gallant “Arnhem men”

En een gebed uitspreken voor
Deze dappere “Arnhem men”

From Sky to Earth
Vanuit de lucht naar de aarde
For Liberty he Fell
He won his “Angel” wings

Viel hij voor de vrijheid
Hij verwierf zijn “engelen” wings

Farewell
Vaarwel
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